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Figure 1: Charging transient of a dielectric particle

(SiO2, 100 nm) lying on a dielectric surface under ex-

posure of electron beam (70 eV, 1012 cm−2s−1).

Low temperature extreme ultraviolet

(EUV) induced plasma forms inside a

EUV lithography machine [1]. A plasma

with similar parameters can lift off

nanometer-sized particles from surfaces

[2]. Thus, plasma inside a lithography tool

can potentially move dust particles and

cause a defective pattern to be printed [3].

In the current work [4] we complement

the particle lofting phenomena [5] by uti-

lizing a particle-in-cell model. We distin-

guish the key importance of local charging

process and give the consistent description

of particle charging. In view of the above,

this study is of great importance to enhance the performance of lithography machines.

Figure 1 demonstrates the charging transient. The occurrence of a strong repulsive force (pe-

riod A; due to accumulation of electrons under the particle) is followed by the rise of attractive

mirror force (period B; because of charging of the remainder of the particle). The obtained total

electric force exceeds attractive Van der Waals force and results in subsequent particle lofting.
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